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Shota Rustaveli Theatre
from Tbilisi performs ab
surd tale of good and evil
in Voronezh 17.06 08:36
(/news/tbilisskiyteatr
shotyrustavelipokazal
vvoronezheabsurdist
skuyuskazkuodobrei
zle/)

Voronezh residents see
Belgian filmplay Cold
Blood 13.06 16:29
(/news/voronezhtsy
uvidelibelgiyskiyspek
taklfilmkholodnaya
krov/)

T

Compagnia Finzi Pasca
from Switzerland per
forms play Per te in
Voronezh 13.06 13:00
(/news/shveytsarskaya
kompaniyafintsipaska
pokazalavvoronezhe
spektakldlyatebya/)

he VR_I production by the Swiss company Cie Gilles Jobin and Artanim

was performed in Voronezh at the Platonov Festival on Tuesday, June 11. The
shows will be held until June 16.
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The venue of the performance was the large
rehearsal hall of the Chamber

Theater. Only five viewers could watch the 20minute virtual show at the same
time with about a hundred shows a day. At the site, each of them was equipped
with bags with computers, VR glasses, headphones with a microphone, and
motion capture sensors on the hands and feet. After putting on the VR glasses,
the participants of the play found themselves in the virtual space. Five avatars
were provided for the audience in the virtual reality. Thanks to the motion cap

Voronezh residents to
visit caves with hundreds
of candles at "Night in Di
vnogorie" 12.06 11:03
(/news/nanochivdivno
gorevoronezhtsy
posetyatpeshcherys
sotnyamisvechey/)

ture technology, these avatars were able to move freely in the virtual world.

VR_I O cial Trailer - 2018

Portrait of David Bowie
appears in Voronezh on
Teatralnaya Street 12.06
10:38 (/news/nateatral
noyulitsevvoronezhe
poyavilsyadevidboui/)

Voronezh Electrosignal
develops automatic loco
motive radio stations
06.06 13:50

(/news/voronezhskiy
elektrosignalrazrabotal
avtomaticheskielokomo
tivnyeradiostantsii/)

– Today, virtual reality is a popular attraction accessible to everyone, even at
home. But a person wearing VR glasses usually acts alone, he is alone with
himself. The main feature of our performance is that five people can interact
with each other, see each other and talk inside virtual reality, – VRoperator
Camilo Jan Quentin de Martino told.
According to the creators of the play, they often faced funny reactions from
viewers who saw their avatars. In the show, they are all of different sex and
race. And no one knows who will get which in advance.

(https://www.insta
gram.com/tsumvoronezh/)

Hungarian Minister of De
fense calls Voronezh
clean and beautiful city
05.06 08:03 (/news/min
istroboronyvengriinaz
valvoronezhchistymi
krasivymgorodom/)
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After putting on the glasses, the viewers found
themselves in a stone cave.

Suddenly it rose into the air, and it turned out that it was a stone that was cover
ing people, and they were actually in the desert surrounded by giants in futuris
tic costumes. The giants became interested in visitors and, bending over them,
began to study them carefully. The audience also looked intently at the owners
of this world but couldn’t touch them  their hands went through the image while
trying to touch the hologram.

Plant in Voronezh to re
ceive up to 500 million
rubles for project in as
sociation with Chinese
04.06 11:24 (/news/zavod
vvoronezhepoluchitdo
500mlnrubleyna
proektskitaytsami/)

Then virtual people of regular size appeared  and they began to dance. Al
though the performance is called choreographic and even participated in Eu
ropean dance festivals, the slow and smooth movements of virtual dancers
were more like a warmup before wushu or qigong than choreography. The
scenery changed several times with new dancers appearing in them  they
moved separately and chaotically. In doing so, viewers could keep observing or
join the dancing.

Voronezh diver to per
form at World Champi
onships in South Korea
04.06 11:06

(/news/voronezhskaya
prygunyavvoduvys
tupitnachempionate
miravyuzhnoykoree/)

ProtonM launch vehicle
with Voronezh engines
launches space satellite
into orbit 04.06 10:00
(/news/raketanositelpro
tonmsvoronezhskimi
dvigatelyamivyvelana
orbitukosmicheskiy
sputnik/)

– Of course, the dancers had a limited range of movements due to the sensors
attached to them during the creation of the production. And viewers cannot, for

President signs decree
on naming Voronezh Air
port after Peter I 31.05
13:12 (/news/prezident
podpisalukazo
prisvoeniivoronezhsko
muaeroportuimenipe
trapervogo/)

example, cross their arms and legs. But they do not have to dance. They can
simply “hang” in this space, look around, study it. But usually, when viewers are
surrounded by so many dancing figures, they themselves begin to involuntarily
repeat some kind of dance movements, and this is very cool, – assistant chore
ographer Susana Panadez Diaz said.
There was no 100% effect of immersion into an amazing new world because
the graphics inside virtual reality looked like a not very modern computer game.

Turkish company is inter
ested in Voronezh light
rail metro concession
31.05 12:50 (/news/turet
skayakompaniyazain
teresovalaskontsessiey
voronezhskogolegko
relsovogometro/)

At the same time, due to the fact that the VR glasses completely covered the
face, a viewer was immersed and involved in this game. Strange dancing giants
in this painted world seemed like deities, controlling all the processes and ob

MORE NEWS
(/news/)

serving the absurdly moving people. At some point, one of the giants again cov
ered the audience with a cavestone, and the show ended.
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– We make a significant contribution to the process of filling virtual reality with
art content. There are a variety of computer games, videos that can be viewed
in VR glasses, but almost no art. Personally, I see virtual reality as a new space
where art can be developed. Think about how cinema was developed. It was
not created as an alternative to some kind of art, it just appeared, it was new,
and it began to develop independently. It’s the same with virtual reality. We are
on the verge of opening a new artistic tool, a new artistic space, – technical di
rector of the project Hugo Kahn said.
Tickets for the show are still available on the official website
(http://platonovfest.com/programm/765) of the art forum.
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